3.
Meanwhile Chris was happy to enjoy short ragchews on 20 and 80 Mtrs whilst I again
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concentrated on filling my logbook. This format continued until we went QRT at
1600z on Tuesday the 29th. QSO wise we worked 93 countries, all in response to our
CQ Calls, the best QSO being BY1QH who called me on 20m CW in the midst of a
Russian pile - not bad on a dipole:
By Monday evening we were both getting a little thirsty so drove down to the only
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hotel on the Island,(The pop. is only 120). The locals consisted of fishermen,
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farmers and retired folk. They were a friendly lot and wanted to know what had
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brought us to their Island. We found it difficult to explain our branch of the hobby
to them. A conversation with a local of about 70 years confirmed why we had been '
eyed suspisously when we left the ferry. Everyone turns out on 'boat day' as it is
called, and NIREX the UK Company responsible for nuclear waste disposal is looking
towards a site off Colonsay. With the aluminium tubes on the roof and heavily
tarpaulined pick up,they thought we were surveying for NIREX! They seemed relieved
to have this fear dispelled as there is considerable feeling on the Island against
the dumping of nuclear waste.
As we left the bar at closing time the locals entered into a Gaellic Dirge which we
felt was for our benefit.
So that was our week in Colonsay - we enjoyed another drink in Tuesday night and
arrived home on Wednesday night over 3000 HF QSO's later looking forward to our
next trip. Lessons learnt were as follows:
1. Take another operator so the the station can be activated more through
the full 24 hours.
2. If two stations are used and you have room locate them in seperate rooms.
3. Fit both transeivers (not just one), with CW filters.
4.If you urus;tsjuraeota_remote QTH discuss this in detail with the owner/person
responsible, the lie of the land as well as obtaining permission to
operate and erect antennas.

5. If you use a Butternut take a supply of jubilee clips for repairs!
Our outlay was moderate - accomodation including coal £80,Electricity (50p slot) L12,
Ferry L58, Fuel L50, 2000 QSL Cards £50.

FROM THE EDITOR It seems a long time since the last newsletter

and
the Annual Meeting has been and gone. We have had the excitement of the
4J1FS operation and the disappointment of nothing happening on the 4W
front. On the social side, a number of CDXC members were able to meet
up at Longleat, and others came together at the NEC. The big event, all 1
being well, will be the HF Convention at the usual venue near Oxford on
24/25th September. From a DX point of view, the principal speakers will
be WOAIH (Building a Contest Super Station) and F6EXV (KH5 & T32). I
There should also be a DX slide show on the Saturday evening in
addition to the Sunday programme, and after the event on the Sunday I
G3OZF will host a buffet supper on behalf of CDXC.
Welcome this time to new members Tim and Hazel, GASTH and G4YL0.
sure both are well known to all CDXC members. As well as winning the
DXNS Challenge earlier this year, Hazel has also now learned that she
is this year's UK winner of the Bermuda Contest. Congratulations!
Welcome also to Brian, G4CJY, at High Wycombe, who has been a regular
on 525 for some time.
A reminder to those of you who have yet to pay your subs for 68/69 that
it was decided at the Annual Meeting to keep them at45. Please send
your subs to the treasurer at the earliest opportunity.
For my own part I have been spending quite a lot of time of 6 metres,
enjoying the Sporadic E. I ran across a couple of openings to the
States and Canada, as well as being able to work almost every country
in Europe that now has access to the band (arid a few that don't!). It's
surprising how many of the old topband crowd now crop up on 6. Also
worked Steve, GJ4JVG/P, from les Minquiers off Jersey on the 18th,
having, along with Martin, G3ZAY, been the first to activate that one
for IOTA back in 1985. And, talking of IOTA, I have watched my slide
down the IOTA Honour Roll as others forge ahead. Nice to see CDXC
members G3KMA G3GIO G4FAM and others doing so well.
73 de Don, G3XTT

DXpeditions are addictive, I want to go on another so if you are planning one give
me a shout: We had a great time and at the same time felt that we were putting
somethcbng back into our marvellous hobby.
As they say in GM "Haste ye Back"!

From Phil, G4OBK: As a new member of CDXC being 200 miles north of the
main nucleus of members I would be in favour of a more National or
International name for the Club. This would alert more of the
right
sort of DXers countrywide to apply for membership of the Club. It

2.
depends on which way the Committee feels the Club should gc. The number
of members would probably be self-regulating and probably the best way
to increase membership is by word of mouth rather than pushing the Club
through the ham radio press (apart from news sheets and specialist DX-

•

oriented articles and columns).
I'm quite confident that by discussing the Club with some of the
northern DXers I could persuade them that. the merits of Joining would
be worthwhile. If this happened within, say, a 30-mile radius, we could
adopt similar arrangememts on VHF to yourselves. It could or could not
be divisive to suggest "local centres" of groups of members, should
membership significantly take off in the provinces. But there would be
nothing to stop a local group getting together every one or two months
at a venue central to themselves for an exchange of DX news and infc.
Up here I would say an area consisting of Manchester, Liverpool, Lanes '
and Cheshire could be classed as local and within VHF range. A few of
the DXers I know (later G4 and GO licence holders) are of the opinion
you have to have a super station with a big signal to Join CDXC - they
are up and coming DXers, having worked 200-230 countries and what they
lack in signal strength they make up for in enthusiasm. I wonder, is
this the sort of member the Committee want in the Club? (absolutely,
Phil - ed.) If the main purpose of the Club is to raise funds for
DXpeditions then I see these amateurs as being useful members purely as
a means of raising cash. Although, lets face it, you have to be a
pretty keen and active DXer to pay out b' subscription after paying
RSGB subs, DXNS subs, local radio club sub, a subscripiton to a
magazine, licence, etc, etc. So my feeling is with a /5 subscription,
rather than a lesser one, this ensures the right people come along to
2
Join. Many local radio clubs and groups subs are still only 1 or
73 de Phil.
per annum!

From Bill,

G4ADD: May I be permitted to give a little warning to those
who have crank-up towers and remind them to check the wire ropes
thoroughly and at regular intervals, having had an unfortunate
experience with mine.
On the first day of the KH1 expedition I was cranking up the tower
when, near the top, the rope thimble splice gave way. Now 400 lbs or so
of metal dropping from 60ft makes a noise. It also causes a lot of
damage and, worse, makes it difficult to work DX with what's left and,
if your anger is like mine, you hurt your toes when you kick it in your
carpet slippers! Why didn't you have the safety flap in place, you ask?
Well, you see, the clank, clank at 0500z would disturb the neighbours,
believe me it didn't go clank, clank when it dropped and I didn't Just
disturb the neighbours, I woke the whole ruddy village.
The time I had taken off from the saltmine to work the KH1 was spent,
with grateful thanks for the help of GORKW, straightening, welding and
replacing twisted tower sections, but after two long days of work the
tower was repaired. With the "weeping willow' that was my tribander
repaired using anything that came to hand from blu-tack to string, I
managed to work the KH1, but only just. Sadly Ron, a DXer who Sc'
unselfishly gave up his operating time to weld and repair my tower, did
not. I hope it is not too long before he can get another chance to
remove KH1 from
For me, with the
and inspect the
It was
weekly.

his wants list.
benefit of 20/20 hindsight, I will let it clank, clank
new, thicker, hydraulically crimped, certified ropes
no Act of God but my blase' attitude that could have

75 yards away. The farm sifi.ted a remote high gain UHF TV aerial complete with

masthead preamp. This was less than 20yds from where our antennas, were going to be
erected: We did get one complaint of TVI but fortunately that was all and we suffered
no restrictions as a result. When we rechecked the map of our supposed remote QTR we
realised the building we thought was the cottage was the farm and what we thought

was

an outbuilding was the cottage.
By 1700z we had the Butternut up and a ground screen consisting of an 85 ft length
of 5 ft wire mesh and 1000 ft of counterpoise radials lying on the ground. My first
CQ call at 1710z brought back DX: It was RZ9WA. By 1800z I had 65 stations in the log
and was on areal high. At 1826 with 102 in the log I was beginning to flake out due
to a lack of sleep the previous night. I retired and Chris got QRV on 80 Mtrs. He
worked Ghis ON5NT at 1930z who wished us all the best, whilst I was in the land of nod
The following day and on subsequent mornings I rose aroung 0500z for a spell of 40 Mtr
operation prior to QSYing to 20 Mtrs. On Thursday the wind built up to what must have
been hurricane force. The noise inside the cottage from the wind was tremendous and
well over S9. Very quickly the Butternut turned into a 26 ft arc rather than a
vertical and soon fractured at three of the joints. We needed to monitor the SWR
bridge constantly as the continuous flexing broke the feeder three times. Also the
arching of the antenna caused the 15 Mtr wire stub to touch against the vertical
section immediately turning the plastic stub spacer into carbon, this meant that
the 15 Metre wire was blown out horizontally by the wind, for those of you are
familiair with the antenna. Another temporary repair was effected:
By Friday morning the wind had dropped to about 40 MPH so we decided to erect the
mast and doublet. Due to the wind we didn't want to be greedy so we settled for a
mere 35 ft. By lunchtime we had two stations QRV, one on CW and one on SSB, with both
stations performing well. The pile ups, particulary on CV for what was really nothing
special - a GB5 prefix and not to rare IOTA ref, were enormous to me at times, and it
was a great thrill to give out quick exchanges whilst listening above my TX QRG. It
was now possible to appreciate what it was like to be on the receiving end and at the

same time pick up a few of the sportsmanlike tricks and operating skills more
experienced DXers than myself use to crack a pile up.
Through Friday, my main thrust was on CW as I would be tackling the WPX SSB contest
as a single op and this would generate many SSB QS0's later. The contest was tackled
and was hard going as I'm more into CW. I operated for about 25 hours and made 1065
QS0's. The 1000 was my target, but believe me on Sunday night I was glad of a full
nights kip and even more pleased when I got back on CW first thing Monday morning:

.

GOFDX

atom

Central Lanes
Amateur Radio Club

proved fatal.

Chairman:
Phil Catterall
, Sundale'
Buckholes Lane
Higher Wheelton
CHORLEY PR6 8JL
Lancashire

I

73 de Bill •
In an earlier letter,
which your ed. somehow managed to mislay, Bill
also had the following to say:
I had an interesting USO with N4KEL/0 near Witchita, Kansas at 0100
- on
20 some time back. Sy was running a TS430 and his own homebrew solid
state linear to a pair of 5.5m high phased verticals spaced a quarter
wave apart, complete with phasing lines switchable from the driving
seat - nothing unusual about that, you say, except that Sy was,
literally, in the driving seat mobile in what I gather the Ws call a
"cab over camper".

A Low Budget trip to IOTA E13 48
It was in December

1987

that I got to thinking about being on the receiving end of a

pile up, so whilst chatting to Chris q0EJK over a drink at the local radio club we
decided to tackle our first Dxpedition.
Chris was more of a walker/cyclist/lover of Scottish Islands than an avid DXer, but
was keen to operate from an unusual spot. The IOTA directory,maps,ferry timetables
and holiday brochures came out and for ease of access and good accomodation and of
course, a good take off, Colonsay in the Inner Hebrides was chosen.
For a base we chose what appeared to be an isolated cottage with a gaellic name. The
site overlooked Jura, was 90 ft ASL but only mile from the sea, which was to the east.
We made a definite decision to keep the trip limited to just the two of us

we

appeared to get on well together.
The GB5 prefix had recently been released so GB5C0 was applied for and issued for
use from the 23rd till 30th March, this period covering the CQ WPX SSB Contest.
Next task was to notify all the DX column editors and DX newsheet editors that we
knew about,of our plans. Transport was taken care of by the G0RjK Nissan Cabstar
Pickup - a useful vehicle for carrying large packing crates and aluminium masting
It is only when you get into something like this that you realise the logistics that
goes into the bigger expeditions. We listed our equipment allowing for breakdowns
and was surprised what was required. Antennas were kept simple - in the event we
used a 265 ft Doublet fed with open wire along with a Butternut HF6V who's

My pet hate at the moment is list operation. I appreciate that a list
well run can allow the more modest stations to make a DX contact
without having to run the gauntlet of the
high power big linear
brigade, but a little time spent listening to some
of them convinces me
that a genuine contact has not been made. In fact many, I feel sure,
can not even hear the DX station. The secret seems to be, when you
hear a list being taken join it. You don't need to hear or be heard by
the DX. Just give a 3x3, wait until "Big Ego", the net controller, says
"over over" and say "QSL the 3x3". He will even pass your complete
callsign and make sure the DX has it OK. You then Just pop a couple of
dollars in an envelope and "bingo", Honor Roll here I come. If that's
DXing I keep fairies in my garden. Yet they are popular. If ever you
hear more than two stations reply to a CQ from something remotely like
DX up goes the cry "make a list". I say "ban them, not make them". That
surely devalues the art of DXing.
'I have not had the pleasure of operating from a rare DX spot so have no
knowledge of what it is like trying to handle a pile-up yet many
operators can, despite the tribulations, control and work it without
going ORT or resorting to a list. Perhaps Ian, Franz or Steve may like
to share their secret with us?
Have enclosed a copy of an article translated from French by a friend.
It may well be a bit "tongue in cheek" but I thought
it amusing.
"Look at it this way. You may not like me ereceting a radio amateur
antenna next door to you but
It does not make noises with its brakes.
It does not make its tyres squeal.
It does not make noise with its horn.
It does not rev its engine.
It does not bang doors at a late hour:
It does not shine its headlight
into your bedroom window.
Also
It does not bite.

was so effective it didn't get raised. Our intention was to run two stations

It does riot leave souvenirs on your property.
It does not scratch or dig holes in your garden.
It does not water your trees.

simultaneously at times and this is what we had packed in the crates when we left

It does riot tip over your bins and spread the contents all over.

performance on 20 and 40 mtrs surprised me. We took a

Lancashire on the night of 22nd March:

TS930s,

7

Mhz

TL922, TS440s,

wave GP but the HF6V

IC735,

2 keyers,

It does riot give noisy parties.

2 Benchers, VHF equipment and loads of sundries. We took sufficient masting to

It does not play loud music at a late hour or all night round the
swimming pool.

raise the doublet to 50 foot.

It does riot lose its leaves or block your drains.
It has no roots to damage your walls.

After travelling through the night and an enjoyable breakfast in Oben, we boarded
the M.V. Glen Sannox courtesy of Caledonian MacBrayne. By 1400 we were at
Baleromindubh Cottage, our radio station for the week. As soon as we saw the place
we realised we would get out well but there was one drawback - a farm less than

It does not grow branches over your property.

It is simply there and does not bother anybody."
(Translated from VE2AX in the Raql Express Club)
From Alan.
G4NXG: It was a great pity that I could not make the Annual
Review Meeting but I am having a concerted effort to limit the amount
of long distance trips this year. As I shall be going away on R.N.R.
training this weekend for a fortnight the N.E.C. will also be missed so
the next big event in our calendar is, I buess, Oxford. See you there.
Well, 1988 has been an excellent year for mobile operation so far with
fifteen all-time new countries worked, the new ones since my letter in
March being 5U XE EN TY CEOZ CEOA EP and S9. The EP is, of course,
doubtful for DXCC. Countries which I have heard this year include T32
and TN but I didn't manage to break the pile-up! As far as the KH's, I
didn't even hear them but I've applied for planning permission for a
TH6 for the roof of the car, Hi!
QSL cards have been received from 5U HP J5 PYOF SO and XE, bringing my
confirmed total to 216 out of 228 worked. It would always seem that I
am waiting for around a dozen cards.
The weekend before last SM4EMO stayed with me for a couple of days. Ken
is one of Sweden's leading DXers, only needing a handful of countries
(70 XZ ZA etc) but he does need the two CEO's which I worked. I thought
CEOX was the rare one?
I was pleased to contact GB4CDX in the WPX. That seems a long time ago
now doesn't it? Many thanks for the QSL card Steve. Have any ideas been
put forward for a Club motif for use on QSLs etc?
How does the membership feel about a donation to Carlos, TIECBT. While
not hoping to set a precedent for guys to embark on DXpeditions which
they cannot comfortably afford, I did send a small donation via Bren
but maybe we could make a small effort. I still need TI9 as, I guess,
do a few others!
So that's it for now. Hope to see you all at Oxford which seems a long
way off now but will soon be here. 73 & good DXing, Alan.
From Roger s G3LQP: Did go to Longleat where it rained all day and had
"meaningful" OSOs with with Tim and Hazel about joining CDXC, the
result of which is that they joined which, you will agree, is great,
especially as Hazel has won the Bermuda contest this year. Activitywise, worked the 4J1 on 7/14/21 CW/SSB perhaps for a new one! NEGBM and
company will be visiting for 2 weeks vacation from 21st July. Don't
know his plans 100% at the moment, perhaps we can arrange a last-miute
social do. Recently worked ZD8AE on 40/80 for 2 band slots, and
totalling my 40 metre score found out that I had 70 worked and
confirmed on that band! 73 de Roger.

From Tim (G4STH) and Hazel (G4YLO): Thank you (Roger) for the invite to
join CDXC and also for the effort put in at Longleat. We are, of
course, "ACTIVE" members (Hi Hi) of the Western DX Group, and our
current scores are Hazel, 296, Tim, 296. Hazel was licensed in June
1984 and Tim in April 1983. The current station is a TS930, TL922, and
Explorer 14 by Hi-Gain for HF, a 40-metre attachment to the EX14 for 40
metres, an inverted-Vee for 80 metres, and a dipole for topband. All
antennas are at 30ft. The OTH is in ST63 OS reference square and is
approximately 100ft asl. Tower is 50ft Altron.
Hazel has won several contests including, this year, the Bermuda
Contest and also the DX News Sheet Silver Jubilee Contest. She also has

G4PEO raised the subject of Club T-shirts being obtained. It
was agreed that whilst this was a good idea, it should be
deferred until the future of the Clubs name was decided.
G3KMA r a ised the subject about Club QSL cards. Various ideas
were discussed, and G3OFW agreed to look into the logistics.

G3LQP showed a sample of some new Club badges that G3HTA had
printed. These were considered to be first class, and the
Committee thanked John for his efforts. Further badges would be
printed up for the Membership.
G3KMA said that the Club ought to be considering what should
be done for the next HF convention. It was agreed to mention this
in the next News Letter. (Sec.Note: Any ideas? PLease let me
know).
G3OZF offered his QTH for a post Convention buffet, and
suggested that it would be a good idea that the festivities
should be a joint CDXC\Western Dx Group venture. He asked the
Committee to make sure that visiting Dx'ers were contacted to
make sure that they were invited to the Convention.

G3GIQ then brought the meeting to a close by thanking Roger
& Gill for their hospitality at such short notice, and also
thanking those present for their attendance and their display of
harmony.
The Meeting was closed at 5.25 pm

Signed

G4LJF Secretary

G3GIQ said that this might be difficult as accommodation was
scarce at the Convention.

GW3CDP said that not all members would be able to obtain
both days off anyway, and given the choice, they would choose the
main Convention day.

the required countries to claim the Commonwealth Century Club award and
will be applying shortly. Tim has won one contest, the RSGB 21/28MHz,
and the first Commonwealth Century Club award.
We are both active on 144.525 but unfortunately, owing to lack of
height asl, are unable to work many CDXC members and, even then, the
ones we have worked have been under very lifty conditions.
See you at Oxford.
73 de Tim and Hazel.
G4YLO Monthly Breakdown for DX News Sheet Silver Jubilee Award -

G3GIQ said that the ARM would take too much time to be held
properly at such a venue.

Month DXCC 10-80 DXCC 160 Zones 10 Zones 15 Zones 20 Zones 40 Zones BO

G3KMA said that there would be a problem with what to do
with overseas visitors.

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb

219
27
5
5

Total

268

G4LJF said that the meeting would be too rushed at such a
venue, and that the existing arrangements would be better.

6
6

31
-,..,
.._
7
7
13

16
15
4
-

31
5
2
1
-

39
1

35
4
1

17
7
10
1

-

8

1

G3KMA said that he had been asked by G3ZAY as to whether
anyone could offer accommodation to overseas visitors attending
the Convention. Several members volunteered. (Sec.Note: If anyone
would like to become involved, please let Martin, G3ZAY know).

G4FAM raised the point that the CDXC Newsletter header
contained the words "Englands Foremost Group Of HF Dx'ers" plus
Chiltern Dx Club. He said that this was inappropriate in view of
the make up of the membership, and the proposed change to the
Clubs status. The Chairman agreed with this and said that steps
would be taken to rectify the situation.
G4LJF raised the subject of the Club Certificate of Merit.
He said that none had been issued in the last year, and that he
considered that an award ought to be made to 4X6TT for his
sterling efforts in working Europe on all bands from his various
Pacific locations. GW3CDP seconded this proposal, and G3GIQ
proposed F6EXV for his work from Kingman and Palmyra, which was
seconded by persons unrecorded! G3KMA proposed DL1VU for his
Pacific expedition, which was seconded by G3OFW.
G4LJF then raised the subject of donations to expeditions.
He said that certain members had expressed dissatisfaction with
the Club giving monies to expeditions that they did not work. He
wondered if such promises to give money could be made conditional
to the expedition paying particular attention to CDXC members. A
lively discussion followed, which resulted in the Chairman
agreeing that we ought in future to make make a token pledge, and
then pay the donation only after the expedition had been seen to
have given Europe a fair opportunity to work it.
G3KMA asked the Committee to make an exception to this idea
should circumstances warrant it. This was agreed.
G4JVG said
that
the Club needed more social
particularly
those
involving
overseas
visitors.
volunteered to coordinate these events.

events,
Steve

98

39

40

40

38

(Hazel did not start this contest on 1st September but, carrying on
after the contest had finished, Hazel managed to complete topband DXCC
in under a six month period and also improved her zones score by one or
two)
From Rita, G3NOB: Thank you for a most interesting newsletter and
particularly the reply by Ian, G4LJF, to John Devoldere's article.
I heartily agree with all his comments, having been stuck in locations
where no way could you put up anything more than an obscure bit of wire
and hope for the best. At least it kept you in touch if nothing else.
Nets do still serve a purpose though they can be very long-winded and
noisy and I always feel sorry for the DX station trying to complete a
USO and not being allowed to finish before the gaggle of callers starts
again.
Regretfully I haven't had a lot of time for radio these past months
having been "volunteered" for a few jobs, but I keep swearing it won't
last and I'll get going again. Had one or two sort ies, but mostly
listening to see if anything crops up. I think I miss a lot by only
listening on the CW end of the various frequencies, so I shall have to
mend my ways. The thing is, I enjoy listening very much indeed and
then find my time has run out
I daresay some of you will be at the NEC where I hope to make and renew
aquaintance. The OM and I will be running the RSARS stand for our sins!
I'm sorry my apologies are too late for the AGM, and I do hope the name
of the Club has not been changed. Also I will be interested if anyone
has come Lip with ideas for publicity for CDXC.
The best of good wishes to CDXC and most of all to the people who are
doing so much work to keep things going.
73 de Rita.
From Steve, GW4BLE: I understand from Roger L that there was a good
turn out at the AGM. Had planned to make the drive to Ian's, but the
added hour or so to KMA's looked like it would make for a long day.
Longleat was another successful day, despite appalling weather that
didn't dampen my spirits! The Western DX Group "hospitality suite"

attracted many DXers from home and overseas. It was interesting to meet
with K1DG and W1ZT from the Yankee Clipper Contest Club for the first
t i me.
Added a new one on 15m with TN4NW. Had TN worked/confirmed on 10 and 20
a while ago, now looking for 40 and 80, hi!
Any other 6E1220 owners out there (LJF not included if he's sold his!)?
If so, I have details on a book just received from the States called
Co5st, $11, but worth it for all the
the Complete Book of SB220 mods".
detail.
Received a call from Bill, G3MCS, telling of a digital recorder from
ASDA that is ideally suited to phone contest operators. Obviously
intended for other users (office notes, etc) it's Just the thing for
auto "CO Contest" or whatever. Time available for recording is 13
seconds and playback is instant by touching just one button. The whole
thing is digital, ie no tape involved, and apparently rf-proof. I think
Bill bought about a dozen from his local store (look out for his ads in
Radcomm, hi!) at each. Fortunately I managed to get one locally for
19.99!
Have some work to do outside now on the antennas. The Butternut
vertical has been moved to a different spot and one of the 40m slopers
(Eastern) taken out. Looking for a large plastic (or similar material)
box to house a wide-spaced cap for 160m - any XYLs running Tupperware
parties? Hi!
73 de Steve.
That's about it for now.
DXNS CALENDAR (Tnx G4DY0)
till Jul 25
till Jul 27?
till Jul 28
till Jul 31
till Aug 3
till mid-Aug
till Aug
till Sept.25
till Jul 31
till Sept.
till Sept?
till Sept
till Sept.18
till Aug.6
till Sept.14
till Jul.29
till Jul 27
till Jul 28
Jul 25-Sep 5
Jul 29-Aug 1
Jul 30-31
Jul 30-31
Aug
Aug
Aug 1-9
Aug 1-20
Aug 5-7

ZF2AH by WAGVNR
KH6LW/KH7
TF by LAs
FR4FA/G
YU2/0N5JE (EU16)
TU4GR by DJ9GR
H44X
EKOAKA, AKR, AKW (IOTA)
UR2RIY/A (EU34)
VK9ZR, Willis Is.
XE2HUM/XF4
VQ9ZM by N1AME
8J7XPO & 8J8XPO
TK/HB9IL
746CL, NA56
Y2SZO/P, EU57
KA2IJ, Ogasawara
GB400A
9QSHT
OY by LAs
Florida USO Pty
Venezuelan CW Ctst
UB4JDM/UF10
AS24 by JI6KVR
HD8DZ by HC2DZ
I4ALU/ID9 (EU17)
KW3Z (NA83)

6

Aug 6
Aug 6
Aug 8-20
Aug 10-15
Aug 10-18
Aug 10-21
Aug 13-14
Aug 16-24
Aug 27-28
Aug. late
Aug 28-Sep 24
Sept.
Sept.
Sept. 1-S
Sept. 6
Sept.10-11
Sept.10-15
Sept.15-21
Sept.17-18
Sept.24-25
Sept.25
Sept.25
Oct
Oct
Oct E.
Oct 18-Nov 1
mid-Oct

YL Activity Day
YL/OM SSB Ctst
HBO by F group
IU4BU
FP by Ws
OY by SM group
EU DX CW Ctst
Rugen Is, Y29GA
All Asia CW Ctst
AS06, JH1RYN
GB75WLG
UA9ZZ/UI8V
UAOX, Ob1.129
4N9A, EU90
YL Activity Day
EU DX SSB Ctst
IU4BU
1320E by WC5P
AS40 by JI6KVR
CO WW RTTY Ctst
RSGB HF Convention
HI3UD/4 Cayo Tuna
XV by UA9OBA ??
UZ9OWB/UH8W
YL Activity Day
VK9YG by G4JVG
Pacific by OH1RY

entitled to operate in whatever manner he wished to so do.

proper Constitution. The Chairman then asked the meeting to
consider whether the Club needed a proper constitution. It was
his opinion that this might be a 'can of worms' that we could do
without.
G3YMC said that if we were to become affiliated to RSGB,
than we would be obliged to have a constitution.
G3KMA said that a constitution was necessary to cover Club
liabilities, although it was agreed that adequate insurance could
be obtained to cover accident during Club projects such as the
GKOJFK event.
G3GIQ said that the next Committee should obtain a draft
constitution from RSGB for consideration.
Election Of Officers
G3KMA
President
Vice President G3HTA
G3GIQ
Chairman
Vice Chairman G3LQP
G4LJF
Secretary
G2DMR
Treasurer

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

GW3CDP
G3GIQ
G3LQP
G2DMR
G3GIQ
G4PEO

Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded

G3OZF
G3LQP
G4PEO
GW3CDP
G3OZF
G3KMA

Newsletter Editor. G3XTT had indicated that he wished to
relinquish this task due to other commitments. However as there
were no other volunteers, it was agreed that an approach would be
made to Don to ask him to continue.
Awards Manager. As GW3BLE was willing to let someone
else tale on this task should a volunteer be found, the post was
put up to offers. G4GED volunteered and was duly appointed.
Wants List In order to relieve G3XTT of some of the
burden, G4LJF agreed to take on the Wants list for the time
being.
Auditor G3RUR agreed to continue for another year.
G3VXZ Proposed a vote of thanks to the outgoing Committee
for their efforts over the past year, which was seconded by those
present.
Any Other Business
G2DMR said that he proposed to waive subscriptions for any
new member who joined after January 1st. This was agreed by those
present.

G4JVG suggested that the Annual Review Meeting should be
moved to the Saturday afternoon at the HF Convention to attract
further afield members.

TIES SECILETARLI'S NOTE13 .41)
GW3CDP said that he would like the present name to continue.

or

G4FAM said - that the Club should make its prime task to
continue to push for new members.

Down At The Farm!

G4LJF said that there was already in exiittence a sizable group
of keen Dx'ers, namely the Western Dx group, which he would like
to see become part of CDXC.

Well here we are in Mid Summer, stretched out in the garden
soaking up the sunshine hi hi! Isn,t it just as well that June
has been as it has been, so we don't feel too bad about being
inside working the DX that has appeared of late.

G3LHP stated that due to harsh words being spoken by a
previous Secretary of CDXC to a certain leading member of the
Western Dx Group, it was unlikely that the two Clubs would become
one easily.
G3GII;I said that CDXC has excellent representation on the HF
Committee, and that what is needed is for the Club to grow under
the same criteria as the last year. He said that we must make the
Club attractive. At present we had the Newsletter, Social
functions, & representation at the HF Convention. However, we
need a prospectus to show to interested Dx'ers, and we needed
also to stimulate local groups to work on their own.

G4FAM said that there was a general need to stimulate
interest amongst new licencees.

G3GUI suggested that when we had our prospectus, we should
distribute it to Voice Bank Users.
G4LJF said that a determined effort should be made to
approach the Western Dx Group, and he said that he would write to
selected members to sound out their feelings. He also said that
if the Club was to formally represent HF Dx'ers throughout the
British Isles, then the Club name must be changed. The British Dx
Association was suggested.
G3OZF said that great care must be used when changing our
name.

G4JVG said that we should first get more members nationally,
and then consider changing our name.
G3KMA agreed with this point of view and suggested that a
full discussion should be held at the next A.R.M. when all
members would have had time to consider the matter fully.
G3GII:1 summarised the discussion by saying that the Club
should go for more members, create a prospectus to help achieve
this, and consider a possible name change at a later date. In the
meantime, we should refer to the Club as CDXC and not use the
word Chiltern. If someone could suggest a suitable word
beginning with C to replace Chiltern, then so much the better.
G4FAM asked whether the 'New Club' would approve of list
operations. THe Chairman replied that every member would be

I guess everyone managed a contact with TN4NW, hopefully not
more than one per band! Tom must have been using a pretty potent
computer set up to pull out the dupes so fast. I have written an
expedition logging program myself to use on my lap top for the
next op, but without a hard disk and an AT type processor, I
doubt whether I could reasonably include a dupe check on the fly
and work at the speed Tom did. What I would really like to know
is how he managed to work CW and computer log at the same time!
Did he really send with his foot!
It's a pity the 4W didn't show on schedule ... I suppose
it
will come off during one of my long trips out East. I have just
come back from one of those to find 4JIFS on for possibly another
new DXCC country! Aren't we lucky that this proliferation of new
countries are on our doorstep, otherwise it would be quite
depressing sliding back down the ladder. Not so fortunate for
those poor souls on the other side of the world trying to fight
their way through the masses of Europe and N.America!
Activity has been low from LJF of late due to another problem
that probably resulted from the hurricane damage. I have been
rather surprised at the way people have been saying how great the
bands are now in cycle 22. They are far from that in Wokingham,
at least on 10,15 & 20.
After not being able to hear stations at all that others in
the Club were receiving at reasonable strength, I decided
something had to be wrong! SWR is fine but it's like the
attenuator is in all the time. A check on the resistance through
the center conductor of the H100, through the balun on the KT 34
and back down the braid showed up a resistance that varied from
about 5 ohms to sometimes 200!
So I got the tower down and found that when I cleaned up a
connector where the H100 goes to more flexible RG8 to rotate with
the stub mast, the problem went away. Up went the tower again,
with much effort, and back came the problem! Looks like there is
a fault in the cable when it is hanging vertically, probably a
crack, and so I think it's time to renew the lot!
A telephone call to Westlake revealed that they have a new
cable arriving in July called Westlake 101. This has a lower loss
specification than H100, is thicker, like RG8, but is more
flexible and durable. It has been thoroughly tested by the DTI

and has been given a very healthy seal of approval. So a 60
metre length has been ordered, and should be here by the time you
read this. Then I hope the bands really will be in good shape!
Whilst I have been less active, I have been chasing up cards
for the 5 Band WAZ 200. _I thought I just needed zone 19 on 10
meters to complete the set, but much to my surprise, the card for
this contact arrived via the buro a couple of weeks ago? I had
overlooked a contact from several years back, so now have the
lot, and just need two cards more to aptly for the 200 award.
Time now to do it all again on CW perhaps.
On to Club matters. We had our Annual Review Meeting on May
15th. My apologies to those who had intended to come to my QTH,
but as you probably know, my wife Ursula was hospitalized with a
rare virus and I was not sure whether I would be home or at the
hospital at the time.
Thankfully Roger and Gill Ballister saved the day and laid on
the facilities to hold the meeting at G3KMA. My thanks again to
you both for letting the Club hold the meeting on the planned
day, and for the excellent refreshments Gill. Ursula has made a
full recovery, and would like to thank those who sent their best
wishes.
There were seventeen members present, and we had the first
harmonious meeting for some years, but I would urge you all to
read the minutes carefully, as there are moves afoot to make
fundamental changes to not only the Clubs identity, but possibly
its name as well. The Committee need your views on this proposal,
so please let us know what you think. We would also like to find
an appropriate word to replace the word Chiltern in CDXC. Your
suggestions please!
I would just like to draw your attention to the fact that it
was resolved at the A.R.M. that due to the increased geographical
membership of the Club, that we should in future refer to
ourselves as CDXC and not Chiltern DX Club, until such time as we
either change our name or find a better word for C than Chiltern.
Regarding the 'electoral promises' made at the A.R.M., I have
obtained a draft constitution from RSGB for the committee to
consider. There may be some difficulties in our becoming
affiliated to RSGB due to the constraints placed by the Society,
but more of this later when we have had a Committee meeting to
digest the small print.
Secondly, and much more important, thanks to the magnificent
work by Roger G3LQP at Longleat, we have managed to recruit G4YLO
and G4STH from the Western DX Group. This is in line with our
intentions to create a strong body of Dx'ers to form the U.K.
lobby for our particular interests, something that hitherto has
been very much ignored.
A very warm welcome Hazel and Tim - it's great to have two
more well known Dx'ers with us, and I am sure that your
enthusiasm to achieve great things in the DX scene will enhance
our reputation as a Dx club to be reckoned with. (It has also now

received, but the explanations were considered unsatisfactory.
The Secretary expressed his thanks to G3XTT and G4PEO for
their considerable efforts in ensuring that the Club received a
news letter. G3GIQ echoed his thanks.
Ian finished his summary by stating his expenses of £10.49,
the largest item of which was for the printing of the new Club
certificates.

The Treasurer's Report. Jack, G2DMR, told the meeting that
through a pessimistic forecast of expenditure, the Club funds had
increased by £14, despite donations of £116 to two expeditions
during the year.
The surplus had been brought about by the increase in
membership, although eight new members had had their
subscriptions wavered as they had joined late in the year.
It was agreed by those present that this system of waivers
would continue to apply for the next year.
It was pointed out that nothing had been spent during the last
year on entertainment, something that the Committee hoped to do
more of this year.
It was also agreed that the Club subscriptions should remain
at £5 for the coming year.

Projected Club Role And Possible Name Change. The Chairman
then outlined the Committees thoughts on the future of the Club.
He said that that CDXC had not only become a more formal group,
but had also geographically grown. He said that there a feeling
throughout the country by HF Dx'ers of a vacuum as far as their
interests were concerned. He wondered if CDXC could fill that
vacuum by becoming the representative of HF Dx'ers, perhaps
becoming affiliated to the RSGB.
He pointed out that to become so would mean putting the Club
on a more formal level, with a possible name change to more
properly describe the new Clubs purpose. He then asked for
opinions from the floor.

G3COJ said that to make such a radical change might well incur
legal difficulties, as were experienced by the G 6M Group. The
Club might have to be formally dissolved, funds distributed
equally, and a new account opened.
G3OZF said that there were two important issues to be
considered. The Clubs role, and its name. He said that the name
was not important, as there was for instance the Clipperton DX
group and many other similar groups with names that did not agree
with their geographical location. On the question of role, he
suggested caution, for should the Club grow to a large size, then
administrative costs and effort required by the members to keep
the Club running could be a major problem.

etiumezrz DX CUM
Minutes Of Annual Review Meeting May 15th 1986
At 0TH of Roger Bal lister G3KMA

The meeting was opened by the Chairman Henry Lewis at 2.45
p.m. The following were also present:G3KMA, G3VIE, G4LJF, GW3CDP,
G2DMR, G3RUR, G3OZF, G3LCIP, G3COJ, G3YMC, G3OFW, G3VXZ, G4GED,
G4FAM, G4PEO, G4JVG.

Apologies were received from: GW4BLE, GW4BKG, G3ZAY, G3XTT,
G4ADD, G4NXG, GM3YOR, GOHSD, G3BRD, G3VKW.
The Chairman began his address by saying that the Club had
made steady progress over the year, having increased its
membership from 35 to 44.
Although there had not been two much activity in terms of new
countries worked, many had consolidated their position, and a
good atmosphere prevailed throughout the Club.
He also stated that he felt that the Club was at a crossroads,
and that it was time to decide its future direction. He said he
would amplify this under agenda item 5, and he then asked the
Secretary to give his report.

The Secretary G4LJF then outlined his year in office. The
first task had been to produce application forms, Club
stationary, Membership renewal forms, and to re-design the Club
Certificate of Merit.

become many times more glamorous!...no not you Tim!).
It's also time now for us to consider what we are going to (
at the HF convention. Ideas are needed from you all, al
especially from those of you who are members of the Western I
Group, how about the suggestion in the A.R.M. minutes abut
Jointly hosting the post Convention buffet at G3OZF's?

Two other bits and pieces. I said last issue that I would I
submitting an account of my sailing trip from the Philippines I
Hong Kong. Well I typed it out, but it ran to 10 pages, whit
gave our editorial staff a severe case of apoplexy! So I a
afraid that it will not appear in this magasine but the Britia
Airways Offshore Sailing Club one!

I have also built a second TNC, and so now run a 24 hot:
packet node callsign G4LJF-1 or WOK2 on 144.650 for those of ye
that might be interested in that mode. My local mailbox is G3WG1J
2, so if you wish to write about any Club matters and save th
postage, then it will be fine with me if you use the electron'
mail service that packet gives us.

Well that's all for now, except to say thanks to John Allawa
for reproducing my article on list operations in MOTA, and t
Steve G4JVG for his excellent write up of Hutts Farm in Ham Radi
Today.

A reminder please....due to the fact that I lost the compute
file that contains the Annual Renewal Form, there will be n
reminder sent out this year. My apologies....a new form will b
produced as soon as I get the time to do it, but in the meantim
will you all please send a cheque made out to CDXC for £5.00 t
Jack Korndoffer G2DMR, 19 Park Road, Banstead, Surrey, SM7 3BY
Renewals are due now, and Jack will send you a receipt by return
73 for now

The majority of the correspondence had involved processing
applications from new members, whose calls were : G3IFB, G4NXG,
G4SVB, GW3CDP, G4OBK, GW3AHN, GOHSD, GOAECI & BRS 25429.
There then followed a run down on the Club correspondence
throughout the year. The first round involved the dispute over
the use of .525 by the Slow Morse Group, which resulted in a
satisfactory conclusion with the Slow Morse removed to other
frequencies, and .525 given the same status as other net groups.
i.e. for use subject to the courtesy of 'Is the frequency in
use?"
There then followed the letters from Z11AMO & VK9NS asking for
money towards their expeditions,(ZL9 & KH1). Letters of thanks
had been received from both following donations being duly
forwarded.
More recently, the club had been involved with correspondence
with the Government Of South Africa, expressing dismay at their
refusal to allow an expedition to Marion Island. Replies had been

an G4LJF
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